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ABSTRACT
NEKOLA, Christine M. 1985 Minnesota-Wisconsin Survey Study Of
NSFRE Professionals M.S. in Education, College Student
Personnel, 1985 (Dr. Jennifer Wilson)
The National Society of Fund Raising Executives (NSFRE) is a
professional organization of more than 4,000 fund raising
professionals.

The subjects for this study, 85 men and 66

women, were selected from the 1984 NSFRE Membership Directory
and were the entire membership in the states of Wisconsin
and Minnesota.

Two chapters, Milwaukee with 112 members and

Upper Mississippi Valley with 21 members were located in
Wisconsin.

One chapter with 109 members was located in the

Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area.

The research design of this

study was similar to the "one shot case study" which Stanley
and Campbell

(1983) discuss.

The independent variables were

membership in NSFRE and current employment and residence in
the states of Wisconsin and Minnesota.

The data collection

device was a survey questionnaire, which dealt with job titles,
primary and secondary job responsibilities, hours in an
average work week, salaries, perquisites, interests in
continuing education and rationale concerning a possible job
change.

The results of this study showed an increase in the

number of women in NSFRE from 1981; an increase in the
number and variety of employing agencies; a slight decrease
in the number of ethnic minorities; and a difference in
salaries between males and females.
vii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The work of institutional advancement professionals
and contributors is brought to mind when we reflect on
President Reagen's inaugural address, January 20, 1981
in which he stated, "Those who say that we're in a time
where there are no heroes ... they just don't know where
to look ... there are individuals and families whose taxes
support the government and whose voluntary gifts support
church, charity, cUlture, art and education.
runs quiet but deep.

Their patriotism

Their values sustain our national

life."
Those people who donate to charity, education, the
arts, church and medicine are aided in their charitable
giving by a group of professionals involved in the field
of institutional advancement.

These professionals, the

people who lead our nation's non profit organizations,
are becoming increasingly important to the financial well
being of our country today.

In 1975, $25 billion was

contributed to non profit organizations, mostly from private
individuals and much of it via direct mail solicitation.
Seven out of every ten American families contributed to
charity by mail.

These contributions were still not enough
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to meet the needs of philanthropic institutions.

The United

States government contributed an additional $23 billion
to support these organizations and causes (Andrews, 1975).
These non profit organizations have become a huge
business.

In the United States, the non profit organizations

constitute that which is referred to as "the third sector."
It ranks only after government and business in economic
importance.

Consider these statistics; one out of every

ten service workers, and one out of every six professional
workers was employed by a non profit organization.

One

ninth of all the property in the United States in 1975
was owned by voluntary organizations (Andrews, 1975).
Schools and medical centers are two types of non profit
organizations.

Foundations have been established to solicit

funds and invest them for the support of these organizations.
One example of an educational foundation is University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse Foundation, which was established
in 1967 by a group of alumni and friends for the purpose
of serving the University.

(Appendix A is a statement

of purpose of UW-L Foundation.

Appendix B is an explanation

of committees within UW-L Foundation).

At one time the

university was a tax supported institution.

But today,

the university is only assisted by tax dollars (D. Witmer,
personal communication, February 21, 1985; A. Trapp, 1984).
Additional funds needed for faculty development, scholarships
and research are raised through solicitations and investments
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made through the UW-L Foundation.
Contributions received by UW-L Foundation for endowment
funds are invested and only the interest earned is distributed;
the principal remains intact so that the investment may
continue to grow.

Unrestricted and restricted contributions

are also received which are distributed for scholarships,
grants, awards and gifts to assist in promoting the educational
standards of the university.

UW-L Foundation receives

support from the university in the form of an office, printing
and postage in the amount of approximately $50,000 per
year.

The Foundation paid out in 1984 in scholarships,

grants and other forms of support for the university, $395,566.
An annual phonathon and Loyalty Fund raised $111,942 in
unrestricted dollars of which $55,441 were distributed
as scholarships; $277,977 in restricted dollars were raised
of which $199,262 were distributed and $67,070 were
administrative costs.

Norskadalen, the reconstructed Norwegian

village in Coon Valley, Wisconsin and Mississippi Valley
Archaeology Center are two projects of the Foundation,
utilized regularly by the public which are not included
in the previous figures.

UW-L Foundation and its projects

are part of the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse's
development effort which began on campus in the mid 1970's.
These dollars and projects of the Foundation do not include
the additional hundreds of thousands of dollars which are
raised for the university through grant proposal writing.
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(P. Stephens, personal communication, April 4, 1985).
Another facet of the development effort at UW-L is
that of grant proposal writing.

A member of the development

staff, trained in the skills of grantsmanship, advises faculty
members interested in receiving federal and non federal
grants from governmental programs.

1984 has been the year

in which the largest amount of grant dollars has been received
by the university.

In federal grants $854,410 was received

during the year and non federal dollars accumulated to
the amount of $385,835, these figures totalling $1,240,245
for 1984.

The costs to raise this money was $.035 for

each $1.00 of outside funding giving a total cost for the
year of $43,408.

Grant writing plus Foundation efforts

combined to a total $1,635,811 raised to support the
educational goals of the university in one year.

(W.

Gresens, personal communication, March 3, 1985).

(Appendix

C shows the gift and grants report for 1983-84).
Another example of a non profit organization which
raises funds is Gundersen Foundation, affiliated with Gundersen
Clinic, one of the ten largest clinics in this country
and Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Foundation has three sources of income.

Gundersen

The Foundation

owns the buildings which house Gundersen Clinic; one of
the sources of funds for the Foundation is the rental income
from these buildings.

The other two sources of income

are from the interest earnings of endowments which have
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been created by gifts to the Foundation and from annual
gifts to the Foundation.

In 1978, fund raising and development

functions were formally begun at Gundersen Foundation.
The net worth of the Foundation in 1981 was $2.2 million.
In 1983, $2.4 million was the gift income of the Foundation
with $101,000 utilized in expenses to raise that income.
In 1984, approximatelY $600,000 was the gift income with
$100,000 in expenses.

The net worth of Gundersen Foundation

has increased 100% in the six years since fund raising
and development procedures have been utilized at the Foundation
and $1.5 million in endowments have been created.

In 1978,

$189,000 in separate expenditures were made by the Foundation
for education and research.

In 1983, $1.1 million was

utilized by Gundersen Foundation to support these educational
programs and in expenditures for research; it presently
has sixty physicians in training at the Clinic in post
medical school graduate work and approximately 30 research
projects ongoing.

Roughly one hundred consultants are

flown to Gundersen Clinic each year to teach over 600 separate
classes to these young physicians.

In addition to these

one hundred consultants, each staff physician at the Clinic

also teaches.' During 1985, it is projected that $1,000,000
will be spent on education alone and an additional $300,000
will be spent on research.

These funds have grown immensely

since 1978 due to the establishment of professional fund
raising procedures and policies at Gundersen Foundation
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(A. Saterbak, personal communication, April 24, 1985).
Professionals, trained in fund raising techniques,
are employed to staff these Foundations and Development
Offices.

This project was instituted for the purpose of

studying today's professional within the field of
institutional advancement, those people whose labor supports
and enhances our nation's non profit organizations.

Our

public and private cOlleges and universities, secondary
schools as well as primary grades, medical centers, social
organizations such as YW-YMCA, and health oriented groups
such as The American Cancer Society, are all employers
of institutional advancement professionals.

These

practitioners are becoming increasingly concerned about
the possibility of tax reform proposals being passed and
enacted which could severely decrease the incentive for
charitable giving.
Presently, the Treasury Department's tax reform proposals
would allow charitable deductions for only those gifts
which exceed 2% of the donor's adjusted gross income; would
no longer allow the unrealized capital gains on gifts of
appreciated property and would eliminate the charitable
deduction for non itemizers.

If passed these proposals

would greatly reduce the support of our nation's charitable
institutions, to the detriment of those whom they serve.
Support for charitable institutions should be increased,
not decreased (Teitell, 1984).
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At a time when tuition is being increased in our colleges
and universities and federal aid has decreased in some
areas with the possibility of more decreases in the future,
the importance of charitable giving to education has become
increasingly critical.

Not only is education affected,

but so also is health care.

Medical insurance no longer

covers the total of the expenses that are incurred when
one is sick or injured; in addition, some medical centers
and clinics are having serious difficulties staying afloat
financially due to increasing costs.

Again, charitable

giving has become critical in keeping some of these clinics
and medical centers operational.

These funds are critically

important to support progressive, up to date education
for the hospital's interns, residents and staff doctors.
These monies also provide inservice training for the medical
center's technical personnel.

Expensive life saving and

life sustaining equipment is funded from charitable giving
sources.

Besides medicine and education, charitable giving

also supports the arts, literature, music, drama and sculpture.
If the incentive for charitable giving is removed through
these projected tax reform proposals, our educational systems,
medical facilities and cultural organizations will be severely
affected if not forced completely out of business.
Because of the reliance our non profit institutions have
on charitable giving, professional fund raisers and
institutional advancement personnel employed by these
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organizations have become critically important as a profession.
Despite the increasingly important role these professionals
play in maintaining the quality of our institutions and
of our lives themselves, very little has been written about
them.

This study has been conducted to further develop

our library of knowledge as to who these people are and
what it is exactly that they do.
Statement of the Problem
This study was conducted to learn more about professionals
involved in institutional advancement.

Specifically, an

attempt will be made through this study to answer these
questions:
1.

What are the job titles of professionals in

institutional advancement?
2.

What types of educational backgrounds are represented

by the professionals?
3.

What types of previous employment have the

professionals experienced?
4.

What are their primary and secondary job

responsibilities?
5.

What is each individual's salary and what perquisites

does the individual receive in addition to his salary package?
6.

How actively do they pursue continuing professional

education?

What kinds of seminars do they prefer?

Which

organizations provide the seminars which they like best?
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7.

Are they contemplating job changes in the near

future and why?
8.

What educational experiences have been the most

beneficial to them in their work today?

What employment

experiences have been the most beneficial?
9.

What advice would they give to a student today

concerning preparation for a future in institutional
advancement?
10.

What personal qualities do they view as most necessary

to be effective in the field of institutional advancement?
11.

Is there a difference in salary levels between

men and women, minorities and the majority?
12.

To whom do they donate their money?

Importance of the Study
An abundance of information is available concerning
the "how to's" of institutional advancement (Newman & Pearson,
1983; Corcoran, 1983; Holzman, 1982; Pray, 1981; Edwards
and Outhouse, 1984; Cummings, 1982; Frick, 1982; Geddie,
1982; Johnson & Meador, 1982; Hirst, 1982; Gleberzan, 1982;
Fisher, 1982; Ream, 1982; Smith & Kirchner, 1982; Smith,
1982; and Guardo, 1982).

Case Currents, the official magazine

of the professional organization, Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education,

(CASE) is one of the leading

sources of this information.

However, very little information

is available to tell us who these institutional advancement
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personnel are and what it is that they do.
This study was designed to provide data to that audience
interested in gaining further knowledge about the field
of institutional advancement and its practitioners and
will answer many of the questions of a student, graduate
or undergraduate, studying college student personnel, business
administration, or any other concentration and considering
institutional advancement as a career direction.

It was

also written to facilitate the institutional advancement
professional's assessment of position and planning for
future growth and development.

Because of the data gathered,

a student will have a more knowledgable position by which
to ascertain genuine interest in this work.

A decision

may be facilitated as to whether the student has the qualities
necessary for success.

Suggestions from the practitioners

are included concerning preparation for this career field.
The practitioner will receive information from this
report to facilitate assessment of one's position in relation
to associates.

A comparison may be done including

responsibilities, perquisites, and salary.

A strategy

may be formulated concerning further professional growth
and development.

The development professional may decide

which areas are critical to study to expand personal expertise.
A decision to return to school for an advanced degree may
be the outcome of this exploration.
Colleges of business administration or education may
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utilize this data in consideration of the addition of
institutional advancement as a professional concentration
within a college.

A suggested concentration may include:

aspects of development work, techniques of fund raising,
direct mail sOlicitation, volunteer organization and
motivation, capital campaign timetable strategies and
instruction in planned giving.
Organizations such as CASE and NSFRE may review this
data to plan future seminars and workshops.

The preferences

of the practitioners in continuing education topics are
included in the study.
This research provides information to facilitate
employers' hiring decisions.

Qualities judged to be

necessary for success in institutional advancement are
available for review by hiring officials.

Data prOVided

by this research may help the hiring executive assess a
candidate's potential for success.
In summary, various constituencies will benefit by
the data contained in this research study.

Included in

those benefitting from this study are students considering
institutional advancement as a potential career, the
practitioners already employed assessing their individual
positions, a college or university considering the addition
of institutional advancement to its major programs,
organizations such as CASE and NSFRE offering continuing
education possibilities and employers in search of new
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employees may utilize the data in hiring decisions.
Related Literature
A mUltitude of information is available on different
strategies utilized in institutional advancement.

The

literature provides information on capital campaigns (Edwards
& Outhouse, 1984), strategies for fund raising (Corcoran,
1983), direct mail solicitation using volunteers,

(Newman

& Pearson, 1983), federal tax law's effects on fund raising
(Holzman, 1982) and proposed tax change effects on charitable
giving (Teitell, 1984) •

.

Despite the abundant information on strategies for
institutional advancement, only four studies were found
which dealt with the backgrounds of institutional advancement
professionals.

These included explorations of primary

and secondary job responsibilities, job titles, professional
growth and development, and the effects of racism on the
job.

All of these studies were written for CASE Currents,

the publication of CASE.

The results of one study, done

by the Career Development Committee of NSFRE National in
1981 were received from a NSFRE member who also had been
a member at that time.

Those survey results are included

in this review of the literature.
Van Slyke Study
In 1982, a study was conducted concerning the "typical"
institutional advancement professional

(Van Slyke,1982).

All
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eight CASE geographic districts were represented in this
study.

The return rate was 69%.

were men; 38.7% were women.

Of the respondents, 61.3%

Only 4.5% were members of

racial minority groups, blacks being the largest minority,
3.6% fOllowed by Native Americans .5%.

The study gave

no detailed minority salary or career comparisons because
the respondent minority group was too small.
More than one third of the respondents to this survey,
36.6% said that they worked on a development or a fund
raising staff of an educational institution (Van Slyke,
1982).

Almost one fourth, 23.6% said they worked in the

areas of public relations or public information, 18.3%
in alumni relations, 9.9% in general institutional advancement
administration, 6.5% in publications or periodicals and 2.3%
for a foundation affiliated with an educational institution.
Titles of those responding were director or manager,
62.3%, vice chancellor or vice president 10.2%, associate
or assistant director or manager, 8.6% and coordinator,
3.4%; other titles were 3.2% or less

(Van Slyke, 1982).

Primary job responsibilities for 43.2% were in fund
raising, disregarding the department (Van Slyke, 1982).
Institutional relations or information services was the
primary responsibility for another 17%, alumni relations
for 16.7%, management of advancement programs for 6.6%,
publications for 6.4%, periodicals for 5.1% and government
relations for the smallest percentage, 1.3%.
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More than half of the survey respondents (59%)

had been

employed in their current position for three years or less
(VanSlyke, 1982).

Half of the respondents had been employed in

the field of institutional advancement for five years or less.
The majority, 84.6%, indicated that they had worked in
another career before their first position in institutional
advancement (VanSlyke, 1982).

Of those reporting outside work

experience, 34.7% had worked in business and 33.3% in
journalism/public relations.

Of those reporting previous

college experience, outside of institutional advancement
employment, most had either been teachers or staff in
admissions or student services.
The largest number of respondents, 43% had Bachelor's
Degrees, 40% held Master's Degrees (VanSlyke, 1982).

PHD's and law degrees, 51.6% had advanced degrees.

Adding
Only

4.6% had less than a Bachelor's Degree.
CASE members keep their eye on the job market (VanSlyke,
1982).

Slightly less than half, 48%, said that they were

satisfied with their present position and would stay there
for the time being.

Another 12.8% said that they would

be receptive to a job change.

Those expecting to leave

the.ir present position were interested in a salary increase,
(39.6%) or more opportunities for promotion.

Other reasons

mentioned were wanting more support from top administration,
wanting more managerial responsibility, wanting a new
geographic location, wanting more job security or wanting
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to leave education or institutional advancement.
The mean or average salary for respondents to the CASE
survey (VanSlyke, 1982) was $27,179.
salary was $25,813.

The median or midpoint

Annual salaries of less than $20,000

were earned by more than one fourth, 28.1%.
Factors affecting salaries were titles; those having
higher titles earned higher salaries (VanSlyke, 1982).
Those respondents reporting primary responsibilities in
government relations received the highest salary, mean
of $39,682.

Those reporting primary responsibilities as

management of advancement programs reported a mean salary
of $37,067, educational fund raising, $28,707, institutional
relations/information services, $25,363, publications,
$23,958, alumni relations, $22,833 and periodicals, $20,167.
Less experienced practitioners had lower salaries.

Five

or fewer years earned $22,333; the higher the educational
level of the respondent, the higher the mean salary; doctoral
degrees, $35,489, law degrees, $32,633, master's degrees,
$27,007 and bachelor's degrees, $25,204.

The male respondent's

mean was $30,296 and the female respondent's mean was $22,158.
In almost every job category, men had a larger mean salary
than their female counterparts.

Salary discrepancies appeared

in areas of primary responsibility and comparing years
of experience and age as well as education.

Factors explaining

the discrepancies were that women had less years of experience,
didn't hold the higher positions, were younger, and had
been in their current positions for a shorter period of
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time.

By using mUltiple regression analysis, some of the

salary differences were found to be due to gender.

Considering

an institutional advancement professional who was the director
or manager at a four year college or university, 35 years
old, holding a bachelor's degree, five year's experience
in institutional advancement and employed at the institution
for three years the male earned $22,943 while the female
earned, $19,102, 20% less than the male.
VanSlyke found the typical institutional advancement
professional was a white male under the age of forty, in
his current position for under three years with a title
of director or manager.

His employment was most likely

to be in a small private college with less than 2,000 in
coeducational enrollment.

He held a bachelor's degree,

had worked in institutional advancement for approximately
five years, and before beginning his career in institutional
advancement, he worked outside education, probably in business
or public relations for up to four years.
salary of $27,179.

He had an annual

In his development position primary

responsibilities were in fund raising where he is likely to:
1;

set fund raising policies and procedures

2.

write fund raising copy

3.

recruit and organize volunteers

4.

cultivate and solicit major gifts

The typical institutional advancement professional is
relatively satisfied with his job and plans to stay in
his current position.

Most likely he is taking advantage
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or opportunities for professional growth and development,
having attended at least one professional works hip in 1980-81,
usually in fund raising.
Carson and Wegner Study
A job survey was conducted for the CASE members in
CASE District 1111 (1,650 members) in 1979 (Carson &
Wegner, 1980).

Three areas were covered by the survey

questionnaire:
1.

data about the institution

2.

data about positions

3.

opinions and backgrounds of CASE members

Return rate on this study was 42%.
Vice presidents made the highest salary, $33,500,
directors of development made $20,700 and alumni directors
were paid, $18,100, public relations directors, $20,000
and assistant directors of development received, $19,200
while information services/publications directors were
paid $16,900 (Carson & Wegner, 1980).

Tests were run to

attempt to determine the significance of each of these
variables:
1.

educational background

2.

type of institution

3.

size of the student body

4.

years in current position

Little correlation was found between academic degree and
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salary.

In the area of vice presidents and directors of

development, those with a Bachelor's Degree earned more
than their counterparts with a Master's Degree.
The CASE professionals were interested in professional
development in such areas as fund raising, recruitment,
magazine design and writing and management (Carson & Wegner,
1980).

Those working at public institutions had higher

salaries than those working in private institutions.

Years

of service did not show a significant increase in salary.
One criticism of this study is that with a 43% return
rate, the information gathered here cannot be considered
to be valid.

A return rate of 51% and higher would make

these conclusions more likely to be valid.
Perkins Study
Two studi.es were done on institutional advancement
professionals in late 1983 (Perkins, 1984; Ciervo & Janifer,
1984).

In the 1981 survey of CASE,

(VanSlyke, 1982) only

forty eight of the 928 respondents listed themselves as
members of a minority.
in 1983
of 58%.

(Perkins, 1984).

Minority members (205) were identified
This study had a response rate

The largest minority group was black, 92.2%; others

responding were Oriental, 2.6%, Hispanic, Native American
and mixed in heritage, 1.7% each.
The most common minority title was director or manager,
58% to 62.3% of the majority (Perkins, 1984; VanSlyke,
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1982).

Among minorities surveyed the most common primary

responsibilities were in fund raising, 33% to the majority's,
43.2%.

Over one fifth worked primarily in institutional

relations compared to 17% of the majority.
Minority advancement officers are somewhat better
educated and experienced than their majority counterparts
(Perkins, 1984; VanSlyke, 1982).

Forty eight percent held

master's degrees compared to 40% of the majority.

Doctorates

were held by 14% of the minority compared to 10% of the
majority.

Eighty one percent had worked in another field

before entering advancement work.

Half of the minority

respondents had worked in the field of education.

Other

fields cited were journalism and pUblic relations, 17 percent,
non-profit organizations, 11 percent, business, 8 percent
and government, 7%.
Minority personnel stay longer in their positions
than their white counterparts (Perkins, 1984; Vanslyke,
1982).

Forty one percent of the minorities, compared to

27.2% of all advancement professionals had been in their
current position for five years or longer.

Although 22%

of the minority respondents were actively pursuing an
advanced degree, 83% attended workshops in the advancement
profession the previous year.
popular topic.

Fund raising was the most

CASE was named by 62% as the preferred

source of additional professional training.
Minority respondents seemed to be more satisfied with
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their positions than their majority counterparts, 36% to
48% (perkins, 1984; VanSlyke, 1982).

Approximately 42%

in both surveys said that they would consider a new position
for higher salary and promotion.

Minorities who listed

management as their primary responsibility made the highest
salaries, mean of $35,156, fund raisers, $29,020 mean and
government relations, mean of $28,472.

In the 1981 survey,

government relations officers were the highest paid, followed
by managers of advancement programs.

Factors affecting

salary were education, age (up until 50), experience and
gender.
Trends indicated that among minority professionals
under the age of thirty, women were better paid than men
by 14%.

However, after the age of thirty, men had higher

salaries, sometimes as much as 154% than women with the
same education, experience and job responsibilities.
Comparing men and women at the same educational level,
men generally received more pay.

The largest discrepancy

was at the bachelor's level where men received 21% more
pay than women.
The most interesting finding in the survey (Perkins,
1984) was the small number of minorities in institutional
advancement.

The researcher found it particularly

disheartening that so few minority professionals were employed
at majority institutions.
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Ciervo and Janifer Study
"Present Dim, Future Bright"

(Ciervo & Janifer, 1983)

was a report conducted of minority professionals at majority
institutions.

Forty eight blacks responded to a telephone

questionnaire survey; twenty nine said that they had
experienced racism at their institutions.
expressed optimism for the future.

However, they

Of the forty eight,

twenty seven responded that they felt conditions would
improve for black faculty and staff over the next ten years.
Racism takes many forms

(Ciervo & Janifer, 1983).

To one professional, it was mostly social, "I work from
8 to 5," he stated, "with little or no social interaction
after that period with those above me or below
administratively."

A public relations practitioner of

one of the state universities said that racism was a factor
in his failure to be promoted.

"Procedures

process' were definitely illegal and unfair

in the 'search
and I was

denied the opportunity to serve in the acting capacity
as my boss had previously ... even though I had more experience
than he did when he was appointed acting director ... "
Manifestations of racism cited included not having the
same opportunity to travel to meetings, less pay for the
same responsibilities as whites, insensitive remarks about
blacks, and needing to remind individuals that the black
professor be included in key meetings.

In the study, methods

of coping with racism, getting on the job support and advice
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for newcomers was included.
All the forementioned articles referred only to members
of CASE, those individuals involved in institutional
advancement in the field of education and in educational
institutions.

What about development professionals working

in non educational settings such as medical centers, nursing
homes, cultural organizations which support a symphony
orchestra or art museum, national social agencies such
as the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts, local service agencies
and church related organizations?

These organizations,

at times, are served by their own professional fund raisers
or consultants, who may advise many organizations.

There

exists a national organization which unites all of these
professionals.

The organization uniting all of these

diversified interests in fund raising is called The National
Society of Fund Raising Executives,

(NSFRE).

More than

fifty chapters are located throughout most states and in
large metropolitan areas.
1981 NSFRE Study
In 1981, the Career Development Committee of NSFRE,
as part of an ongoing service that National provides its
members, provided information from a survey study completed
that year.

The respondents to the survey were 900 members

of NSFRE (NSFRE, 1981).
The survey was answered by 900 members.

Not all questions
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were answered by all respondents.
62% were male and 38% female.

Of those responding,

The women were dominant

in cUltural organizations and local service agencies.
At the time of the survey, it was found that one out of
every 4 conSUltants was a woman, a category previously
dominated by men (NSFRE, 1981).
Over 78% of those responding were 35 years of age
or older with 35% being over fifty years of age.
50% had entered NSFRE as a Senior.

Over

Over 60% had joined

NSFRE in the previous four years (NSFRE, 1981).
NSFRE members were well educated.

Over 90% of those

responding had at least an undergraduate college degree.
Master's Degrees and Doctoral Degrees were earned by 46%.
Those members who were "Directors" spent fUll time
in Development.

Others had additional responsibilities

and averaged between 25% to 80% of their time in some area
of development work (NSFRE, 1981).
Over 43% of those responding had spent less than two
years with their present employer.

However, over 33% had

been with their present employer for five years or longer.
Approximately half or 50% had held their present title
less than 2 years.

Over 71% had been in development work

for five years or longer (NSFRE, 1981).
Members appeared to be good attendees of meetings
and attended at least one seminar per year.

Over half

of the members had taken some type of intensive fund raising
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course.

Most members considered themselves to have knowledge

in the basic areas of annual giving, capital campaigns,
foundations and corporate support, special gifts, direct
mail and overall planning and strategy.

Most members felt

that they needed more knowledge in deferred giving.

Many

of the current members arrived in development work through
a "related" field and applied for a development position
with no prior training (NSFRE, 1981).
The types of institutions in the study were broken
down into:

colleges and universities, hospitals and medical

centers, consultants, religious, cUltural, national social
agencies, local service agencies and miscellaneous which
included several national health agencies and secondary
school personnel.

Within the category of colleges and

universities there was variation within the category.

Small

Liberal Arts Colleges seemed to be paying around $25,000
to $28,000 for a Director of Development.

Larger colleges

and in particular those in the Northeast, appeared to be
paying in the $35,000 to $40,000 range (NSFRE, 1981).
The $45,000 to $59,999 range was weighted toward the $50,000
to $55,000 level.

This usually was a large university with

a support staff of at least fifteen persons.

The seven

persons reporting over $60,000 had incomes closer to $70,000
than to $60,000.

This breakdown was fairly indicative

of colleges and universities nation wide (NSFRE, 1981).
By category, it was found that hospitals and medical
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centers were probably the best paying positions in the
profession.

Approximately 65% of those responding would

fall in the $40,000 to $60,000 category with the average
around $45.000.

Some of the major medical centers tended

to push the income averages higher.

This was particularly

true of those located in New York City and along the east
coast (NSFRE, 1981).
Not all consultants made $60,000 and over.
would fall in that category.

Principals

Others who worked for firms

would average around $45,000 for males and $30,000 for
females.
The majority of persons working for religious
organizations made between $25,000 and $35,000.

No one

responding to the survey had income in the $45,000 to $59,999
category.

Most persons were around $28,000 (NSFRE, 1981).

Cultural organizations included museums and other
similar types of organizations.

The salary level here

was much lower and it was stated the reason for this was
most of the positions were filled by females.

It was found

that the pay scale for females had not equalled that for
males with similar jobs.

The average at that time was

around $30,000 (NSFRE, 1981).
The salaries in the category of national social agencies
had improved over the previous three or four years.

The

top job in most agencies was being paid at about $45,000.
Again it was found that different sections of the country
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had direct effect on the pay scale (NSFRE, 1981).
The average salary in the local service agency was
about $22,000 to $25,000 with the figure closer to the
lower side.

Those in the upper income bracket came from

large metropolitan areas (NSFRE, 1981).
Miscellaneous included several national health agencies
and secondary school personnel.

The average income for

these persons was approximately $35,000 (NSFRE, 1981).
Most of the respondents felt that they knew proper
planning strategy and could conduct both annual and capital
campaigns.

A large percentage of persons felt they were

lacking in the ability to get government grants and also
in deferred giving.

Data processing seemed to be another area

in which further knowledge was needed.

Even in the "consultant"

category over 70% did not feel that they had sufficient
knowledge or experience in that area (NSFRE, 1981).
Almost 50% of all development people wanted additional
training in the area of deferred giving.
single most area of deficiency.

This was the

Of the college development

people 30% wanted more training in capital campaigns.
Data processing, the key to effective record keeping was,
an area in which many persons wanted further knowledge.
Approximately 25% of the persons in most categories wanted
to know more about corporate solicitation (NSFRE, 1981).
In summary, in the area of compensation, this varied
depending on the area of the country.

Salaries and fringe
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benefits of those working in New York City were much higher
than in other parts of the country (NSFRE, 1981).
Women were becoming more active in roles of major
responsibility throughout the profession.

Cultural

organizations in particular benefitted from their leadership
(NSFRE, 1981).
Continuing education was definitely part of the
profession's attempt to stay abreast of the state-of-the-art.
Continual upgrading was evidenced among the members.

Members

showed a strong desire for self improvement (NSFRE, 1981).
'-·Thus while the literature abounds in "how to" articles,
very little information exists on the institutional advancement
professionals themselves.

Four articles exist which deal

with the institutional advancement professional in education
and the survey results of one study of NSFRE professionals
have been included in this report.
What about development professionals working in non
educational settings such as medical centers, nursing homes,
cultural organizations which support a symphony orchestra
or art museum, national social agencies such as the Boy
Scouts and the Girl Scouts, local service agencies and
church related organizations?

These organizations are

served by their own professional fund raisers or at times
consultants, who may advise many organizations.

There

exists a national organization which unites all of these
professionals.

The organization uniting all of these

diversified interests in fund raising is called The National
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Society of Fund Raising Executives,

(NSFRE).

More than

fifty chapters are located throughout most states and in
large metropolitan areas.

This study has been written

to explore the backgrounds and positions of some of the
current members of NSFRE.
Assumptions and Hypotheses
In the planning of this study it was assumed that
at the time of receiving the research questionnaire:
1.

The executive would still be employed in the fund

raising field.
2.

Each professional would be aware of personal

attitudes and feelings in responding to both the closed
and open ended questions in the survey.
3.

Each professional would be willing and able to

express personal opinions, attitudes, feelings and concerns,
both honestly and accurately.
The variables to be discussed included the present
job titles of the respondents, age, gender, years of experience
outside and inside institutional advancement, the employing
institutions and agencies, primary and secondary job
responsibilities, previous employment and educational
experiences, the practitioner's choice of organizations to
which one makes donations, salaries and perquisite packages,
average work week estimated in hours, advice to students
preparing for an institutional advancement career, qualities
necessary for success in the field, plans and rationale
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for job changes and opinions concerning important experiences
benefi tting the practitioner in employment today.
The hypotheses to be tested by this study are as follows:
1.

These executives would have previous employment

experiences in education as well as business; they would
have a variety of different types of backgrounds.
2.

Many of these executives would have backgrounds

in journalism/public relations.
3.

These executives would work substantially more

than a forty hour work week.
4.

These executives would be actively participating

in professional continuing education classes.
5.

Although not actively searching for new employment,

many of these executives would make a job change if i t
meant increased responsibilities and salary and an opportunity
for further growth and development.
6.

This group of executives would be a people-oriented

group both working easily with and enjoying working with
people in groups or individually.
Definition of Terms
The fOllowing definitions were utilized for this study:
Appreciation - an increase in value over cost or book
value.

Generally, the term refers to increases resulting

from external influences such as rising prices rather than
increases resulting from utility added by action of the
owner (Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1976).
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Capital Gain - 1.
of a capital asset 2.

a profit on the sale or disposition
under income tax legislation the

term has special meaning (Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants, 1976).
Capital Gain Tax - the tax which is levied when there
is a profit on the sale of a capital asset.
CASE - professional organization of institutional
advancement personnel in educational institutions or the
field of education ... Council for the Advancement and Support
of Education.
Charitable Contribution -

"a gift of time or money

to a philanthropic organization in exchange for the psychic
satisfaction of having promoted human welfare, and satisfying
one's own needs in the process"
Charitable Organization -

(Andrews, 1976).
"any benevolent or

philanthropic objective not prohibited by law or public
pOlicy which tends to advance the well doing and well being
of man"

(Holzman, 1980).

Constituency -

that which forms a necessary part,

component, part of a whole.
Contribution or Donation - the Internal Revenue Service
publishes a list of organizations, contributions to which
are tax deductible within certain limits (Holzman, 1980).
Development -

those functions which support and enhance

as institution (see institutional advancement).
Donor - that person who makes a contribution:

in this
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case a charitable contribution of time or property which
can be exchanged for money or property which has the ability
to generate cash.
Endowment Fund -

"property (often in the form of cash or

investments acquired by gift or bequest) of a charitable,
religious, educational, or other non profit institution, the
income for which is used for general or specific purposes
according to the conditions attaching to the gifts, and the
principal of which must be maintained intact or applied
to the purposes of the fund"

(Canadian Institute of Chartered

Accountants, 1976).
Foundation - "the institution established on a permanent
basis by private endowment e.g. college, hospital, research
center, church, scientific institution or the endowment
fund itself.

The number of foundations in the USA organized

for non profit charitable, educational and scientific purposes
during the past decade has increased from a relative few
to relatively large numbers and substantial financial worth
as a result of the rise in security markets.

Stimulus

for growth has been provided by the tax laws, which provide
tax exemption under certain requirements •.• Federal requirements
for tax exemption include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No earnings may be paid to benefit particular
private individuals.
No' substantial , part of the earnings may be used
to influence legislation.
No unreasonable accumulation of income may be
made in seperatelY owned 'feeder' profit corporations.
No money may be contributed to political candidates.
(Munn, 1962)
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Institutional Advancement - or development is that
series of activities which produces and cultivates the
public image and the financial status of an institution
or agency.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

These activities or functions include:

Information services
Grant proposal advising and writing
Public relations
Fund raising
Alumni relations
Foundation
Government relations
Periodicals and publications

Other functions may be included depending on the agency.
Non Profit Organization -

"An organization formed

for social, educational, or philanthropic purposes in which
there is normally no transferable ownership interest and from
which the members or contributors do not receive any economic
gain"

(Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1976).
NSFRE - The National Society of Fund Raising

Executives

an organization for all professionals in the

fields of fund raising and institutional advancement including
but does not limit itself to educational institutional
advancement.
Perquisite - anything received for work besides the
regular pay (perks)
Philanthropy -

(Barnhart, 1951).
love of mankind shown by practical

kindness and helpfulness to humanity (Barnhart, 1951).
A practical application of philanthropy is to donate money
as a charitable contribution to a non profit organization.
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Principal - a sum on which interest is earned and
paid (Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1976).
Restricted Dollars - those dollars which are contributed
but on which the donor places a stipulation on how the
contribution may be utilized.
Solicitation - make appeals or requests (solicit for
contributions) solicit for money or objects of value which
can be sold for money or will generate cash (Barnhart,
1951) .
The Third Sector - non profit organizations (Andrews,
1976) constitute this group, ranking only after government
and business in economic importance.
Unrestricted Dollars - no stipulations are placed
by the donor on these contributed funds.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Sample and Setting
The National Society of Fund Raising Executives (NSFRE)
is a professional organization of more than 4,000 fund
raising professionals with its national headquarters located
in Washington, D.C.

It is the only organization of its

kind which operates within a strong local chapter framework.
Persons of a variety of fund raising backgrounds meet monthly
to discuss mutual professional interests.

Through over

50 chapters located in most states and major metropolitan
areas, and through scheduled regional and national events,
NSFRE offers meetings and educational opportunities to
its members.
As a professional society, NSFRE assists its members
in their endeavors ...
1.

2.
3.
4.

by providing opportunities for the discussion
of common concerns
by providing opportunities for continuing professional
education
by developing and distributing pertinent information
by providing ethical standards for the management,
direction and counseling of fund raising programs
for philanthropic institutions and agencies.

Membership in NSFRE is viewed as an important indication
of an individual's career commitment to the fields of fund
raising and philanthropy (1984 NSFRE Membership Directory) .
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The subjects for this study were selected from the
1984 NSFRE Membership Directory and were the entire membership
of NSFRE in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

The

states of Wisconsin and Minnesota were selected for the
study because no current information about professionals
in the field in Wisconsin and Minnesota existed.

Two chapters,

Milwaukee, with 112 members, and Upper Mississippi Valley,
La Crosse, with 21 members were located in Wisconsin.
One chapter, with 109 members, was located in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.

Of these 242 members

chosen from the directory, six were eventually eliminated
because they had left the field of development; had moved
out of the states of Wisconsin and Minnesota; or had gone
out of business.
All respondents were employed within the states of
Wisconsin or Minnesota with the population of the employment
location ranging from 3,500 to 2.5 million.

The majority

of respondents were Caucasian; only 7 respondents indicated
ethnic minority status.

The respondent's ages varied form

under 30 years to over 60 years of age.

Employers included

public and private institutions such as colleges and
universities, technical schools, primary and secondary
schools, hospitals and medical centers, cultural organizations,
local service agencies, national social agencies, conSUlting
firms, church related organizations and others.
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Research Design
The research design of this study is similar to the
"one shot case study" of which Stanley and Campbell
discuss.
once.

(1963)

The study only investigates the group of executives

The independent variable was that which can be

controlled; only members of NSFRE currently living in and
employed in the states of Wisconsin and Minnesota were
studied.

This was the independent variable.

The dependent

variables included all of the items which were questioned.
Some of the main items were primary and secondary job
responsibilities, salaries and perquisites, previous
educational and employment experiences, interests in continuing
professional education and qualities thought necessary by
the practitioners to be successful in the field.
The threats to internal validity discussed by Stanley
and Campbell

(1963) which include history, mortality, maturity

and selection, are not controlled for in this study but
are irrelevant.

History is not relevant because these

professionals are only studied once and only two to three
weeks pass by from the time they receive the survey until
it was returned to the researcher.

The response rate was

over 64% so mortality cannot be considered to be a factor
threatening the validity of the results.

All of those

selected are adults who are professional fund raising
executives; this eliminates selection and maturity as threats
to internal validity.
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Another factor to be considered concerning internal
validity is that of instrumentation.

Care was taken and

expert opinion sought in constructing the questionnaire
so as not to influence in any way the response of those
surveyed.
Concerning external threats to validity, only that
of generalizability will be considered.

The entire population

of this group was studied and over half, for a 64% return
rate was achieved so the results appear generalizable to
this group of professionals in the area.

One problematic

area is that due to the cUltural climate of the
Wisconsin-Minnesota area and some demographic factors,
the results of the survey may not be considered generalizable
to all NSFRE professionals in the country.
Another factor concerning external validity is the
fact that the survey was mentioned at one meeting of the
Upper Mississippi Valley chapter in La Crosse and members
~ere

encouraged to participate in the survey.

This

encouragement may have had a positive influence on the
successful response rate.

Also the proposed tax changes

and the anticipated negative effects on charitable giving
may have been an encouraging factor on the response rate
of the survey.

They are currently quite concerned about

their profession, and the results the proposed tax changes
may cause.
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Instrumentation
The data collection device utilized in this survey
was a survey questionnaire.

The original questionaire,

developed by VanSlyke (1981) was utilized in the CASE
Institutional Advancement study.

VanSlyke's study was

the first detailed examination of the institutional advancement
profession; however it concentrated only on those professionals
within the field of education or employed by an educational
institution.

Twenty-one of the original 53 questions formed

the base of the NSFRE survey.

The researcher developed

an additional seven questions concerning the respondent's
personal donations to favorite charities, qualities considered
to be important to be successful in the institutional
advancement profession, previous employment and educational
experiences benefitting the practitioner today, population
of the city in which employed, perquisites rounding out
the salary package, and advice the practitioner would give
to a student today hoping to embark on a career in
institutional advancement.
The base questions asked concerned current job titles
and descriptions, primary and secondary job responsibilities,
hours in an average work week, rationale concerning a possible
job change, interests in continuing professional education,
salaries, and college and graduate school endeavors.
Several open ended questions were included to allow
the practitioner to express and verbalize the individual's
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personal view.

The questionnaire was kept as brief as

possible (C. Swayne, personal communication, February 25,
1985).

The time necessary to complete the questionnaire

was found to be under 10 minutes.

Questions were constructed

in such a manner so as not to influence the respondent's
answers.

The format of the questionnaire was directed

,toward the identification of these fund raisers.

Questions

which were personal or questions possibly involving some
degree of discomfort to answer were situated toward the
end of the questionnaire since commitment to complete the
questionaire is achieved once the first page is completed
by positioning easy, concise questions on the first page.
Procedure
Before this study was formally begun, a search of
the literature was undertaken to learn what, if anything
had been written about fund raising professionals as a
group of people, who they were and what they did.

Only

four articles were found and those four articles included
only fund raisers working in educational settings (members
of CASE).

The results from a 1981 unpublished survey study

done by the Career Development Committee of NSFRE National
are included in the reveiw of the literature.
The subjects of the 1985 Minnesota - Wisconsin NSFRE
study were selected from the NSFRE 1984 Membership Directory
and were the entire membership of NSFRE in the states of
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Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Of the 242 members chosen from

the directory 8 were eventually eliminated because they
had left the field of development, had moved out of the
states of Wisconsin or Minnesota or had gone out of business.
Each subject was sent a copy of the questionnaire (a copy
of the questionnaire is in Appendix D) and a cover letter
(a copy of the cover letter is included in Appendix E) in a
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse Foundation, Inc. envelope
(a copy of this envelope is included in Appendix F).

Also

included was a self addressed return envelope with the postage
to be paid by the researcher (a copy of return envelope in
Appendix G).

The letters and questionnaires were sent by first

class postage on February 15, 1985.

On February 22, a follow

up post card (a copy of post card is included in Appendix H)
was sent to all recipients of the questionnaire reminding
them of the study and requesting their cooperation in answering
and returning the questionnaire as quickly as possible.
March 10, 152 completed replies had been received.

By

In June

each professional was sent a copy of the results (Appendix I)
of the study and a thank you letter (Appendix J).
The response rate on this study was over 64%.

This

figure was determined by taking the total number of
questionnaires sent out (242) and subtracting the 8 which
were eliminated (242-8=236) and diViding 236 into the number
of replies received (152).
over 64%.

This gave a response rate of
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A professional appearance was required to insure a
successful return rate (Dillman, 1978; Gay, 1981).

Factors

involved in presenting this professional appearance include
a neatly typed questionnaire, and a concisely written letter
with personalized address and salutation on business stationery,
giving the letter added authenticity, stressing the importance
of the study, and convincing the respondent that answering
this study will be of personal benefit to the respondent.
The convenience of the self addressed and postage paid
envelope is another important factor to be considered.
First class postage was utilized to stress the importance
of the letter and questionnaire.

Again and very importantly,

the researcher must convince the potential respondent that
taking part in this survey will be of personal benefit
to the respondent.

In this case, each respondent was promised

and will receive a copy of the survey results.

(C. Swayne,

personal communication, January 25, 1985).
Delimitations
The delimitations of this survey are the boundaries
selected by the researcher in choosing the focus of the
study.

In this study, those persons to be studied included

current members of NSFRE who lived and were employed within
the states of Wisconsin and Minnesota and responded to
questionnaires by March 10, 1985.
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Data Analysis
Because the entire population of 1984 NSFRE members
who were employed within the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin
were surveyed in the questionnaire mail out, the research
data was reported as numbers responding to each question
and percentages responding to each question.

No statistical

tests of significance were utilized since the population
rather than only a sample of the population was surveyed.
The questionnaire was st-ructured for ease_ in_responding_
and uniformity of responses by providing categories for
each question.

Therefore, tha data obtained was categorical

and limited in the statistical procedures appropriate for
its analysis.
Due to the number of respondents and the length of
the questionnaire the SPSS-X statistical analysis package
was utilized to limit the posibility of clerical error
and increase the speed and efficiency in handling the data.
Specifically, the crosstab program of the SPSS-X statistical
package was utilized to tally the responses and calculate
percentages.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Gender, Ethnic Group and Employing Agencies
Eighty five men for 55.9% and 66 women for 43.4%
responded to the Minnesota-Wisconsin survey study.

On

questions pertaining to gender one person for .7% did not
respond.

By ethnic group the respondents were 92.8% Caucasian,

2.6% Native American,

.7% Black, .7% Asian and 3.3% did

not respond to the question.

These respondents represented

a diverse group of employing agencies.

The respondents'

employers are shown in order of magnitude in Table 1.
The "other" category contained the following:

Catholic

secondary school, fund raising consulting firm, chemical
dependency treatment center, statewide social service agency,
Lutheran Seminary, health service agency, environmental
education/nature center, community foundation, Planned
Parenthood of Wisconsin, social service agency, umbrella
fund raising organization for secondary schoOls, youth
organization, vOluntary health agency (American Lung
Association), United Way, rehabilitation center for
handicapped, retirement complex, local education adventure,
religious community.
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TABLE 1
EMPLOYING AGENCIES OF RESPONDENTS

Employer

Number

Per Cent

College or University

40

26.3%

Other

29

19.1%

Local Service Agency

22

14.5%

Hospital or Medical Center

20

13.2%

Church Related Organization

11

7.2%

National Social Agency

10

6.6%

Consultant

9

5.9%

Primary or Secondary School

9

5.9%

Cultural Organization

5

3.3%

Technical School

1

.7%

Thirty three of the respondents for 21.7% were employed
in public agencies while 128 or 77.6% were employed by
private agencies.
to the question.

One individual for .7% did not respond
The executives responding had 87 different

job titles which are shown in Appendix K.

Because of the

number and variety of job titles, no attempt was made to
compare salaries and perquisites using job titles.
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Age, Average Work Week
Age of respondents is shown in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2
AGE OF RESPONDENTS

Age

Number

Per Cent

9

5.9%

31-40

53

34.9%

41-50

52

34.2%

51-60

27

17.8%

Over 60

11

7.2%

Under 30

The majority of all respondents (69.1%) consisted
of 105 executives who were in the age group of 31-50.
These are considered to be the major productive working
years.

Of the respondents, half worked an average work

week of 41-50 hours as shown by the data on Table 3.
of the respondents worked over 40 hours per week.
person for .7% did not respond to this question.

One

84.2%
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TABLE 3
AVERAGE WORK WEEK OF RESPONDENTS

Hours

Number

Per Cent

Under 20

5

3.3%

21-30

1

.7%

31-40

17

11.2%

41-50

76

50.0%

51-60

44

28.9%

8

5.3%

Over 60

Salaries and Perquisites
Salaries were distributed as shown in Table 4 in such a
manner that the owner, consultants, some vice presidents and
some directors of development were making the highest wages.
The most frequently mentioned perquisites were paid vacation,
health insurance, pension, life insurance, car, paid travel
expenses, paid professional conferences and paid continuing
education (A list of frequently mentioned perquisites are
shown in Appendix L).

Six respondents for 4.0% did not

respond to this question.
males and 21 females.

Below $23,000 were included 9

No females were at or above 45,000.

Salary increased with age until age 50. The mean salary for
those belonging to an ethnic minority was $36,650.
salary for the entire population was $34,600.
men was $39,600 and women $29,400.

The mean

The mean for

The mean salary for public
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agencies was $33,000 and for private agencies $36,250.
The mean salary for each type of employing agency is shown
in Table 5.
TABLE 4
SALARIES OF RESPONDENTS

Salary

Number

Per Cent

Under 10,000

4

2.6

10,000 to 12,499

1

.7

12,500 to 14,999

0

.0

15,000 to 17,499

8

5.3

17,500 to 19,999

10

6.6

20,000 to 22,499

8

5.3

22,500 to 24,999

12

7 .9

25,000 to 27,499

13

8.6

27,500 to 29,999

8

5.3

30,000 to 32,499

12

7.9

32,500 to 34,999

20

13.2

35,000 to 37,499

14

9.2

37,500 to 39,999

3

2.0

40,000 to 42,499

7

4.6

42,500 to 44,999

7

4.6

45,000 to 47,499

5

3.3

47,500 to 49,999

1

.7

50,000 to 52,499

2

1.3

52,500 to 54,999

1

.7

55,000 to 57,499

1

.7

57,500 to 59,999

1

.7

60,000 and over

8

5.3
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TABLE 5
MEAN OF GROUPED DATA SALARY OF EACH TYPE OF
RESPONDENTS' INSTITUTION

Type of Agency

Mean Salary

Consultants

$53,325

Cultural

$37,175

Hospital or Medical Center

$36,300

College or University

$33,875

Other

$33,625

Church Related Organization

$32,250

National Social Agency

$29,425

Local Service Agency

$28,250

Primary or Secondary School

$25,250

Population of Employing Area
The largest percentage of respondents (12.5%) were
employed in a town with a population of approximately 50,000.
The next highest percentages of 11.2% each were employed
in cities with populations of 1,000,000 to 2,000,000.
Years In Current Position, Years in Development Work
There are many newcomers to the field of institutional
advancement and especially in the earlier years of their
development careers, the professionals change jobs with
frequency.

The average length of time for development
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personnel to remain in their current position was 4 years
and the average number of years in development work was 8.7
years.

However, the modal response for years in one's

current position was 1 year and the mode for the number of
years in development work was 5.

Data on the number of years

in one's current position is shown in Table 6. Data on the
number of years in development work is shown in Table 7.
45.5% of the respondents had been in development work less
than 5 years.
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF YEARS IN RESPONDENTS'
CURRENT POSITION

Number

Per Cent

1

33

21. 7

2

25

16.4

3

26

17.1

4

20

13.2

5

14

9.2

6

7

4.6

7

5

3.3

8

7

4.6

9

3

2.0

10

4

2.6

13

2

1.3

14

1

.7

15

1

.7

20

2

1.3

22

1

.7

40

1

.7

Years
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TABLE 7
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EACH RESPONDENT IN DEVELOPMENT WORK

Year

%

Year

Fre

%

1

13

8.6%

16

4

3.3%

2

14

9.2%

17

1

2.6%

3

14

9.2%

18

1

4

8

5.3%

19

1

5

20

13.2%

20

6

6

11

7.2%

22

1

7

8

5.3%

23

1

8

11

7.2%

24

1

9

3

2.0%

25

3

10

10

6.6%

26

1

11

1

.7%

28

1

12

6

3.9%

32

1

.7%
.7%
.7%
3.9%
.7%
.7%
.7%
2.0%
.7%
.7%

13

2

1.3%

34

1

14

1

.7%

35

1

7""0
.7%

15

5

3.3%

40

1

.7%

•

Primary Job Responsibilities, Secondary Responsibilities
When asked what the primary responsibilities of their
positions were, the practitioners responded as shown in Table
8.

The respondents who indicated "other" as being their

primary responsibilities were primarily involved in art
management, organizational planning, marketing for referrels,
organizational development and ,management, membership,
feasibility studies, financial and strategic planning,
major gifts, personnel supervision and consulting.

Two
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persons for 1.3% did not answer this question.

Respondents

listed their secondary responsibilities as shown in Table
9.

TABLE 8
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF
RESPONDENTS' POSITION

Responsibili ty

Number

Fund Raising

Per Cent

122

80.3%

20

13.2%

Information Services

7

4.6%

Agency Relations

1

.7%

Other

TABLE 9
SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF
RESPONDENTS' POSITIONS

Responsibility
Fund Raising

Number

Per Cent

143

94.1%

Information Services or
Agency Relations

65

42.8%

Periodicals or Publications

56

36.8%

Other

36

23.7%

Government Relations

30

19.7%
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The category of "other" included the following
responsibilities:

organizational administrative staff,

supervision of the public relations department, annual
fund, Board of Directors, marketing, education management
and governance, recruitment, adult training, pUblicity,
vOlunteers, advertising, art management, foundation director,
planned giving, planning special events, endowments,
membership, feasibility studies, deferred giving, computer
systems applications, research and counseling in all phases
of development.
Previous Employment Experiences and Previous Educational
Experiences of Respondents
When respondents were questioned concerning employment
and educational backgrounds the answers were diverse.
Table 10 shows the respondents' previous employment
experiences.
category were:

Answers which were included in the "Other"
education, educational administration,

music teacher, special education administrator, theatre,
military, engineering, radio station management, publishing,
cOllege career services, taxi driver, language/linguistics/
translating and teaching, counseling, neighborhood
organizations.
Certain employment experiences were thought to be
expecially beneficial to the respondents in their work
today.

These experiences are included in Appendix M.
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TABLE 10
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES OF RESPONDENTS'

Experiences

Number

Per Cent

Non Profit Organization

50

32.9%

Other

43

28.3%

Business

27

17.8%

Journalism/Public Relations

13

8.6%

Church Work

11

7.3%

5

3.3%

Government Work

The practitioners were also asked about their educational
backgrounds.

What educational experiences had they had

and what particular experience has benefited them the most
in their present position?
Table 11.

Their answers are shown in

The "other" experiences thought to be especially

beneficial today include:
in Development,

Business Administration, internships

liberal arts, Master's Degree in Counseling

Psychology, writing and research, grant writing, city planning,
developing "people skills", community organizing, background
in PsychOlogy, developing communications skills including
interpersonal and group, marketing, graphic design, graduate
school, continuing education related to fund raising and
management, basic concepts including being a good teacher
and objective orientation, PH.D, life, Robert Sharpe Seminars,
philosophy, NSFRE, fund raising and Literature.
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TABLE 11
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES BENEFITTING THE
PRACTITIONER IN PRESENT POSITION

Experience

Number

Per Cent

Other

61

40.1%

Public Relations

30

19.7%

General Business

21

13.8%

Finance

9

5;9%

Accounting

7

4.6%

Advertising

6

3.9%

Continuing Education
One question whf.ch the researcher failed to ask was
that of what educational degree has each of the practitioners
earned?

It is unfortunate that this question was omitted.

However, the practitioners were asked if during the 1983-84
year they had completed any college work related to one's
position.

The answers are shown in Table 12.

2.6% did not answer this question.

Four for

If actively pursuing

a college degree or graduate degree they were asked which
degree was being pursued.
Table 13.

This information is listed in

Two for 1.3% responded "other" to this question

and 137 for 90.1% did not respond to this question.
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TABLE 12
COLLEGE WORK COMPLETED BY RESPONDENTS IN 1983-1984
RELATED TO RESPONDENTS' PRESENT POSITIONS

Value
Yes
No

Number

Per Cent

25

16.4%

123

80.9%

TABLE 13
DEGREES BEING ACTIVELY PURSUED BY RESPONDENTS'

Degree
Bachelor's
Master's
Doctorate

Number

Per Cent

1

.7%

11

7.2%

1

.7%

In the area of continuing education through professional
development conferences and workshops NSFRE members were
actively pursuing their educations as shown in Table 14.
Three for 2.0% did not respond to this question.

The subjects

addressed in these workshops are shown in Table 15.
in the "other" category were the fOllowing:

Included

strategic

planning, Board relations, planned giving, leadership
development, estate planning, capital campaign, deferred
giving, computers, program design and implementation for
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planned giving, tax laws and changes, telecommunications,
special events, donor profiles, tax consequences of planned
giving, people skills.
When asked what subject matter especially interested
them to be presented at professional conferences the
practitioners responses are shown in Table 16.

Included

in the "other" category were these interests:

capital

campaign, planned giving, deferred giving, wills, board
relations, long range fund development planning, planning
for the total organization, computers, recognition programs,
tax laws/changes, prospect research, charitable gifts,
"people skills", budgeting, phonathon, legal questions/tax
questions.
TABLE 14
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
ATTENDED BY RESPONDENTS IN 1983-1984

Value

Number

Yes

139

91.4%

10

6.6%

No

Per Cent
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TABLE 15
SUBJECTS ADDRESSED IN PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS

Subject

Number

Per Cent

124

81. 6%

Marketing

93

61. 2%

Fund Raising

87

57.2%

Management

70

46.1%

Volunteers

63

41. 4%

Public Information/Relations

48

29.6%

Grantsmanship

45

31. 6%

General Supervisory Skills

32

21.1%

Alumni Relations

27

17.8%

Direct Mail

27

17.8%

Writing and Editing

25

16.4%

Advertising

24

15.8%

Government Relations

20

13.2%

Other

20

13.2%

Electronic Media
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TABLE 16
RESPONDENTS' PREFERENCES IN TOPICS FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Number

Per Cent

Marketing

88

57.9%

Fund Raising

79

52.0%

Management

64

42.1%

Direct Mail

45

29.6%

Volunteers

42

27.6%

Writing and Editing

40

26.3%

Grant Writing

35

23.0%

General Supervisory Skills

31

20.4%

Advertising

25

16.4%

Electronic Media

24

15.8%

Public Information

23

15.1%

Other

22

14.5%

Graphic Design

20

13.2%

TOpic

Sponsors of Professional Workshops, Consulting
The primary sponsors of the professional workshops
and conferences attended by NSFRE professionals are shown
in Table 17.

The sponsors of lesser attended conferences

are listed in Appendix N.

Fifty three, sixty nine, and

ninety four for 34.9%, 45.4% and 61.8%, respectively, failed
to respond to these three questions.
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TABLE 17
SPONSORS OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCES

Sponsor

Number

Per Cent

NSFRE

99

65.1%

Other Professional Organizations

83

54.6%

Other Organization

58

38.2%

When asked if each practitioner does outside consulting
the respondents answered as shown in Table 18.
1.3% did not respond to this question.

is done is shown in Table 19.

Two for

How much consulting

Those not responding to

this question were 102 for 67.1%.
TABLE 18
OUTSIDE CONSULTING DONE BY RESPONDENTS

Value
Yes
No

Number

Per Cent

43

28.3%

107

70.4%
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TABLE 19
AMOUNT OF OUTSIDE CONSULTING
DONE BY RESPONDENTS

Amount

Number

Less Than 10%

Per Cent

39

25.7%

11-25%

3

2.0%

26-50%

1

More Than 50%

7

•

7

0

'"

4.6%

Respondents' Rationale For Leaving Present Position
The practitioners were asked under what circumstances
they would consider leaving their present position for
a new position.

Many of the practitioners were satisfied

with their present positions.

However for various reasons

they would consider taking new employment.
are listed in Table 20.
category included:

These reasons

The reasons listed in the "other"

greater variety, greater opportunity

for challenge, career change, spouse transfer, retirement,
more resources with which to work, other areas of development,
ready for change/familY plan, more diversity of experiences
eventually leading to consul ting.
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TABLE 20
RESPONDENTS' RATIONALE FOR CONSIDERATION OF
LEAVING PRESENT POSITION

Reason

Number

Per Cent

Increase Salary

52

34.2%

More Opportunity For Advancement

34

22.4%

Change of Location

23

15.1%

More Managerial Responsibility

19

12.5%

Plan to be Self Employed

19

12.5%

More Support From Management
or Administration

12

7.9%

5

3.3%

15

9.9%

More Job Security
Other

Donations
Table 21 shows the respondents' answers to the question
do you donate to your own institution?

They were then

asked if they donate to other institutions.

The results

are also shown in Table 21.
TABLE 21
DONATIONS MADE BY NSFRE MEMBERS

Response
Yes
No

Own Institution
Number

Per Cent

Other Institutions
Number
Per Cent

140

92 .1%

148

97.4%

7

4.6%

2

1.3%
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Five for 3.3% and 2 for 1.3% did not respond to this question.
Who they donate to is listed in Appendix O.

Over 70 different

organizations or types of organizations are listed.

Some

of the respondents answered by saying "The list is too
numerous to mention."

The organizations mentioned the

most often are their churches and cOlleges.
Advice To Students, Most Important Qualities For Success
The NSFRE professionals were most generous with their
advice to students preparing for a future career in
i~stitutional

advancement.

The advice which was mentioned

most often is listed in Table 22.
advice is listed in Appendix P.

Less frequently given
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TABLE 22
RESPONDENTS' ADVICE TO STUDENTS PREPARING FOR
A CAREER IN INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT

Advice

Number

Per Cent

"Take classes in and develop
communications skills, including
writing, speaking and listening"

47

30.9%

"Get a Liberal Arts education"

30

19.7%

"You need a strong background of
experience and education in business"

28

18.4%

"Take classes in and develop
experience in public relations"

26

17.1%

"Take Marketing classes and develop
marketing skills"

24

15.7%

"Do internships in fund raising
and development"

19

12.5%

"Take finance and develop your
skills in this area"

15

9.8%

"Attend seminars in fund raising
and grantsmanship"

10

6.5%

"Develop human relations ('people
skills') skills and background"

12

7.8%

"Take Psychology and Sociology classes"

10

6.5%

"Take Accounting classes"

9

5.9%

"Develop your direct sales experience"

7

4.6%

"Learn computer functions and data
processing"

7

4.6%

The NSFRE professionals were asked to explain what
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qualities they felt were essential to be successful in
the field of institutional advancement.

The ten most often

mentioned qualities are listed below in order of the
magnitude with which they were endorsed.

Other qualities

are listed in Appendix Q.
1.

Good Communications Skills

2.

Organizational Skills

3.

People Orientation

4.

Integrity

5.

Self Motivation

6.

Creativity

7.

Goal Orientation

8.

High Energy

9.

Commitment to the Organization

10.

Strong Listening Skills (Active Listening)

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Gender, Ethnic Group
The respondents of the Minnesota-Wisconsin NSFRE study
consisted of 85 men for 55.9% and 66 women for 43.4%.
In the NSFRE study of 1981 of the 900 respondents, 62%
were male and 38% were female (NSFRE, 1981).

In the 1985

study the percentage of female respondents to the survey
was 5% higher than in 1981.

This 5% increase may be

indicative of an increase of women in the work force.
Fund Raising as in sales, is an area in which women may
be able to excel due to the importance in fund raising
of building relationships with people, having a great deal
of contact with the public and having strong interpersonal
skills.

The majority of women have interest in building

relationships,like contact with other people and possess
effective interpersonal skills (Stein and Bailey, 1973).
Fund Raising is also an area where a woman may have developed
a number of transferable skills from previous volunteer
work experiences such as organizing, developing contacts,
public speaking, and perhaps even having been involved
in fund raising itself on a volunteer basis, such as being
involved in church fund raising or the Girl Scout cookie
drive.
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In as short a time as four years, many more women
have entered the work force

(U.S. Department of Labor Bureau

of Labor Statistics, 1983).

Due to their frequent activity

with organizations, some women have moved from volunteer
positions to becoming paid professionals in those organizations
in which they have been involved for some time.

These

two factors have helped to increase the number of women
who are members of NSFRE.
In addition, affirmative action policies are in effect
in public and private institutions.

In order to hire in

an affirmative manner, many organizations actively recruit
women and minorities to be included in their applicant
pool.

It appears that women have a better opportunity

to be hired than in the past due to these affirmative action
mandates.
This however does not appear to be the case with ethnic
minorities.

A question concerning ethnic minority status

was not found in the 1981 study (NSFRE, 1981).

However

in the CASE study of 1981, the percentage of minority
respondents was 4.5% (Van Slyke, 1982).

In the present

study, the percentage was 4.0% with 3.3% not responding
to the question.

In both cases the ethnic minority percentage

was not large enough to provide a pool of respondents for
investigation.

It is possible that the 3.3% who did not

respond to this question were ethnic minorities who did
not feel that this question should be asked.

Or, it is

possible that the affirmative action policies in public
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organizations are not being actively enforced.

The researcher

believes that in the case of institutional advancement,
the latter is true.

The percentage of minorities has not

measurably increased; whites are still predominant in the
majority of institutions.

Identification of 205 individuals

who were members of an ethnic group and were employed in
institutional advancement occured in 1983

(Perkins, 1984).

In another study done in 1983, 29 of the 48 blacks who
responded to the questionnaire survey said that they had
experienced racism at their institutions (Ciervo and Janifer,
1984).

They said that this racism occurred in many different

forms, from not having any social interaction with those
above and below one administratively, to failure to be
promoted, to receiving less opportunity to travel to meetings
and appointments as white cOlleagues.

Perhaps this racism

is also occurring in the hiring process.

The percentage

of ethnic minorities in institutional advancement has not
increased as the percentage of women has; if anything it
has dropped .5% from the study done in 1981 (VanSlyke,
1982).
Employing Agencies of Respondents
The number and variety of agencies becoming involved
in institutional advancement and fund raising is increasing.
In the 1981 study, several national health agencies' and
secondary school persons fell into the "other" category.
(NSFRE, 1981).

In the 1985 Minnesota-Wisconsin study primary
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and secondary schools were included in their own category.
The variety of the agencies becoming involved in NSFRE
has increased dramatically.
were:

Included in the "other" category

a chemical dependency treatment center, a Lutheran

Seminary, environmental education/nature center, a community
retirement complex, a religious community, a health service
agency, the United Way, a fund raising consulting firm,
Planned Parenthood of Wisconsin, a statewide social service
agency and an umbrella fund raising organization for secondary
schools.

According to national NSFRE president, Dick Wilson,

there is also a substantial increase in the number of agencies
which can serve as support services to the fund raisers
and would like to become affiliated with NSFRE (D. Wilson,
personal communication, May 14, 1985).
The increase in the number and variety of agencies
involved in NSFRE is occurring for several different reasons.
First of all, in the past it has been private agencies
which have most actively competed in fund raising.
is rapidly changing however.

This

Many public agencies have,

in past years been supported by state and federal tax dollars.
Today, they may only be assisted by those tax dollars.
State and federal aid is becoming less available, decreasing
in amount, and may be discontinued completelY.

Tax reform

has taken place in the law; new formulas are being used
for the distribution of dollars and a new administration
has come into office as of 1980.

The public agencies can
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no longer rely on funding from federal or state sources
and have joined the private agencies in competing for funding
from the private dollar.
Because of the competition involved in trying to woo
the private dollar, more agencies whose personnel have
raised dollars in the past are finding it necessary to
upgrade their fund raising skills and marketing expertise
in order to stay competitive.

For this reason, they have

joined NSFREin an effort to further develop their knowledge
of current fund raising techniques.

They also receive

the support of NSFRE as a professional organization and
have the availability of continuing education classes
according to their specific areas of interest and need
through the sponsorship of NSFRE.
In addition to the agencies which are directly involved
with fund raising, many other agencies indirectly involved
or perhaps serving as support services for fund raisers
would like to become involved in NSFRE.

Examples of these

may be a marketing research company, an accounting firm
or an insurance company.

For example, a marketing research

company may be involved in helping an agency present an
image which will meet the needs of the community which
it serves.

An accounting firm and an insurance firm may

serve as advisors in the planned giving aspects of the
agency's fund raising.

The accounting firm may also be

needed to review the year's business procedures and verify
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that the agency is following

current accounting practices.

As the number of agencies belonging to NSFRE grows so also
do the number of agencies which offer support services.
Consultants have long served in this support and advisory
capacity to fund raising firms.

Now, many more advisory

offices are joining consultants in their advisory role.
Population of Employing Cities of the Respondents
The largest percentage of respondents were employed
in cities with populations of approximately 50,000 with
the next highest percentage being employed in metropolitan
areas of 1-2 Million people.

Very few respondents were

employed in an area of less than 50,000 population.

It

would seem from this data that for fund raising and
development work to be effective, it is necessary to have
a population from which to draw support.

Therefore, a

city of 50,000 population is necessary for the agency to
be effectively located in an area where it can serve a
need and have a population from which to draw its support.
Age of Respondents
The group of NSFRE professionals are becoming younger
in average age as the organization itself grows older.
NSFRE just celebrated its 25th anniversary in the Spring
of 1985.

The people who have been involved in NSFRE since

its beginning are leaving the field of fund raising for
retirement.

The real growth in the organization has taken
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place in the past 10 years with a strong surge for expansion
during the last five years.

In the NSFRE national study,

35% of the respondents were over 50 years of age (NSFRE,
1981).

Many of them have since retired.

In the 1985

Minnesota-Wisconsin study, only 25% of the members were
50 years of age or older.

The organization is growing

rapidly with the joining of many young professionals and
including the joining of many women.

The members who are

40 years of age and younger make up 40.8% of the entire
group.

Those members in age from 41 to 50 years of age

make up another 34.2% of the group.

Therefore members

who are 50 years of age or younger make up 75% of the
membership.
It appears that fund raisers will increasingly be
younger in spite of one suggestion in the "advice to students"
section, that a person who is contemplating institutional
advancement as a profession should have a broad background
of experience and education in business before entering
institutional advancement.

It is expected that in the

future the average age of the NSFRE member will become
younger as more and more professionals join NSFRE at a
younger age.

If institutional advancement would be offered

as a baccaleureate program of study, then younger people
could more easily enter institutional advancement from
school rather than developing a background of business
experience before entering the field.

What is not known
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at this time is whether their credibility would be accepted
coming into the field directly from school.
The majority of all respondents, or 69%, consisted
of 105 executives who were in the age group of 31 to 50
years of age.

These are considered to be the major productive

working years.
Respondents' Average Work Week
NSFRE professionals reported working more than a 40
hour work week; 84% of the respondents worked more than
an average 40 hour week.

Only 5 respondents worked less

than a 20 hour work week and one worker worked 20 to 30
hours in an average week but those were part time workers.
A 41 to 50 hour work week was worked by 50% of the respondents
and 34.2% worked over 50 hours per week.
One of the reasons for the longer than typical 40
hour work week is due to the fact that many fund raising
activities occur after normal working hours, in the evening
or on the week-ends.

Whether the activity is visiting

a donor or a special event such as an auction, it must
occur when potential donors are able to be there which
entails outside of normal working hours much of the time.
A large amount of travel is oftentimes a big part of fund
raising and is added to the working hours.

Continuing

education is part of the fund raising profession also so
additional hours are spent in the classroom, updating and
further developing professional expertise.
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The trend of the longer than average work week will
continue as fund raising skills become more complex and
specialized.

Institutional advancement professionals will

continue to update their skills and work more than a 40
hour work week.
Salaries of Respondents Mean For Grouped Data
Salaries of the respondents ranged from under $10,000
to over $60,000.

Six respondents for 4.0% did not respond

to this question.

The modal response to the question was

$32,500 to $34,999 by 20 respondents, 13.2% of the population.
Less than $10,000 was earned by four women, 2.6% of the
population.

Eight men earned $60,000 or over for 5.3%

of the population.
and 21 females.

Earning less than $32,000 were 9 males

No females earned $45,000 or above.

The salary mean of group data for those belonging
to an ethnic minority group was $36,650
1974).

(Downe and Heath,

The salary mean of grouped data for the entire

group was $34,600 with the mean of grouped data salary
for men being $39,600 and the mean of grouped data salary
for women being $29,400.

The mean of grouped data salary

for public agencies was $33,000 while the mean of group data
salary for private agencies was $36,250.

The difference

between the salaries of private and pUblic agencies was
an interesting phenomenon.

It would seem that private

agencies which receive no tax assistance from the government
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as do the public agencies, are willing to pay a higher
dollar for an effective fund raising professional.

Perhaps

as government tax assistance to pUblic institutions
decreases even more, the salaries will become more competitive
and the differential may disappear.
Salaries were distributed in such a manner that
consultants were paid the highest of mean grouped data
salary of $53,325.

Individually speaking, the consultants,

some directors of development, and some vice presidents
were making the highest wages.

Cultural organizations

were mentioned as being one of the lower paying job categories
along with local service agencies in the 1981 study, this
being due to the fact that women were concentrated in these
two areas according to that study (NSFRE, 1981).

This

was not found to be true in 1985; cultural organizations
were the second highest paying job category in the study
with the mean salary at $37,175.

Several well paid positions

were held at the upper end of the salary scale by men;
the women were in the lower paying jobs in cultural
organizations but there was also a sizable differential
between the men and the women in years in one's current
position and years in the field of development.

Whereas

the women had 7, 8 and 10 years of experience, the men
had 15 to 30 years of experience.
As mentioned also in the 1981 study, consultants were
among the highest paid personnel in the profession.

In
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the 1981 study it was found that one in every four
consultants was a woman, a part of the profession previously
filled exclusively by men

(NSFRE, 1981).

In the 1985

Minnesota-Wisconsin study it was found again that almost
one in every four consultants was a woman; the percentage
in this case was 22.22%
In the 1985 study it was found that women were paid
on the average $10,000 less per year than men.

The wage

differential is explained in part due to the men's greater
number of years in current positions and in development
as a profession and sometimes included the areas of the
profession which one has chosen.

Consultants drew the

largest salary by pay category which was $53,325 of the
mean of grouped data and only 22% of consultants are women.
Hospitals and medical centers were also positions which
were higher paying with the mean of grouped data salary
of $36,300 with only 21.4% of these positions held by women.
COlleges' and universities' mean of grouped data salary
was $33,875, the "other" category was $33,625, church related
organizations paid a mean of grouped data of $32,250 and
national social agencies paid a mean of group data salary
of $29,425.

In the 1985 study, local service organizations

and primary and secondary schools were two of the lower
paying job categories of fund raisers; primary and secondary
schools did not exist as a job category in the 1981 study
but rather were listed in the "other" category (NSFRE, 1981).
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In the category of local service agency positions, 60%
of these positions were held by women while 50% of the
primary and secondary school positions were also held by
women.

Local service agencies paid a mean of group data

salary of $28,250 each year while primary and secondary
school positions $25,250 paid a mean of salary group data.
Women are not being paid as much as men.

This

differential may be due to greater years of experience
in both current position and the profession of development.
As found in the 1981 NSFRE study, women have not caught
up yet to men in salaries (NSFRE, 1981).
Perquisites
The most frequently mentioned perquisites were paid
vacation time, health insurance, pension, life insurance,
a car and car allowance for work related travel, reimbursed
travel expenses, paid professional dues, and paid continuing
education related to one's work.

Less frequently mentioned

perquisites are shown in Appendix L.

It is thought by

the researcher that perhaps perquisites should have been
listed in the questionnaire so that the respondent could
just check them off and write in those perquisites not
listed.

Many respondents' did not list their perquisites

so it is not felt that a fair representation of the benefits
of these positions was achieved.
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Years in Current. Position, Years in Development Work
There are many newcomers to the field of institutional
advancement; 73.8% or 112 respondents have been in this
type of work for less than 10 years; 45.5% have been in
their development careers for 5 years or less.

Especially

in the earlier years of their development careers, the
professionals change jobs with frequency.

The average

length of time for development personnel to remain in their
current positions was 4 years and the average length of
time in development work was 8.7 years.

The modal response

for years in one's current position was 1 year and the
mode for the number of years in development work was 5
years.
The field is expanding rapidly with increasingly more
agencies, public as well as private, finding it necessary
to raise funds for additional dollars.

Even public

institutions are no longer tax supported but rather tax
assisted.
Primary and Secondary Responsibilities of
Respondents' Positions
Fund raising was the primary or the secondary job
responsibility for 94.1% of the respondents.

Fund raising

was listed by 80.3% of the population as being the primary
responsibility.

The respondents who listed "other" as

being their primary responsibility were involved primarily
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in art management, organizational planning, marketing for
referrals, organizational development and management,
membership, feasibility studies, financial and strategic
planning, major gifts, and personnel supervision and
consulting.
When the individuals indicating "other" as their primary
area of responsibility listed their secondary responsibility
it was fund raising.

All of the areas combined into the

"other" category were areas closely related to fund raising.
As a matter of fact, in order for fund raising to be
successful many activities must take place including financial
and strategic planning, organizational planning, feasibility
studies, marketing for referrals etc.
Fund raising was the primary or secondary responsibility
for 94% of the professionals in this study.

It is interesting

to note that more respondents who list fund raising as
a primary responsibility also have responsibilities for
information services or government relations, thereby diluting
the fund raising effort.

The category of "other" for secondary

responsibilities included organizational administrative
staff, supervision of public relations department, the
annual fund, Board of Directors, marketing, recruitment,
adult training, publicity, volunteers, advertising, feasibility
studies, planned giving, planning special events, endowments,
deferred giving, research etc. and 50% of these are closely
related areas to fund raising.
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Previous Employment and Educational
Experiences of the Respondents
Previous employment experiences listed by the respondents
indicated that 1/3 of the respondents came to fund raising
from non profit organization work.

Another 28% listed

"other" as their previous employment experiences and these
included:

educational administration, education, music

teacher, special education administrator, college career
services, language translating and teaching, taxi driver,
pUblishing etc.

Many of these occupations are also within

the non profit sector.

When adding church work at 7%,

68.5% of the practitioners' previous employment experiences
were in the non profit sector.
Educational experiences listed which have benefitted
the practitioner today include public relations at 19.7%,
general business at 13.8%, finance at 5.9%, accounting
at 4.6% and advertising at 3%; when totalling these, 48%
of the practitioners have had previous business educational
experiences.

The "other" category was listed by 40% of

the practitioners and included:

business administration,

internships in development, liberal arts, Master's degree
in Counseling, Psychology, marketing, graphic design, good
communication skillS, graduate school, continuing education
related to fund raising and management, Robert Sharpe seminars.
The "other" category brought the previous educational
experiences in business to an even higher total percentage.
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There does not seem to be any formal cOllege training
for the field of institutional advancement; rather the
training occurs through continuing education seminars and
conferences.

The practitioners come from a diversity of

previous employment and educational backgrounds.

These

results almost give the impression that personnel often
become involved in institutional advancement accidentally.
Perhaps as the need arises in an agency one of the staff
members takes over the responsibility of fund raising and
development.

However, the common factors in previous

employment and educational experiences seem to include
a strong comfort level and interest in working with people,
strong organizational and communications skills, and belief
in and commitment to the organization one is representing.
Some strong business knowledge and experience and effective
interpersonal skills are vital factors in the development
of a development professional.

Due to the increasing demand

for institutional advancement practitioners perhaps a
cOllegiate undergraduate program will begin in the future.
College Work Related to Current Position
According to the 1981 study, NSFRE practitioners are
well educated; the majority have at least a bachelor's
degree.

One question that the researcher failed to ask

in this 1985 study was what educational degree had been
attained by respondents (NSFRE, 1981).

It is unfortunate
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that this question was omitted because it would have helped
with the analysis of salary data.

However, the practitioners

were asked, if during the 1983-84 year they had completed
any college work related to their present employment position.
Affirmative responses were given by 16.4% of the respondents.
Four for 2.6% did not respond to this question.

Only 8.6%

were actively pursuing a degree from bachelor through doctoral
programs.
Continuing Professional Education
The professionals were especially active in pursuing
continuing education through workshops and seminars.

This

avenue of continuing education was more often utilized
because the workshops use less time than college courses
and were more specific concerning fund raising education.
The professionals could attend a one week workshop and
finish rather than attending one class for an entire semester.
A percentage of 91.4% of the respondents had attended workshops
during the 1983-84 year.
Electronic media was answered by 81.6% of the respondents
as the subject most often addressed in professional development
workshops.

Electronic" media entails the relationship between

the development officer and the media, newspaper, radio,
T.V. etc.

Oftentimes this is handled by the public relations

department of the institution.

It is especially important

because this is the method in which the public is made
aware and educated about a particular institution, its
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services and its needs.

Media relations must be handled

carefully and with expertise to insure effective communications
reaching the media and public.
Marketing and fund raising were the next two most
often addressed subjects in professional development workshops.
A brief definition of marketing is "to find a need and
fill it."

The fund raising agency must find a way to fulfill

the needs of the prospective donor in exchange for fUlfillment
of the agency's needs which include the donor's dollars
and/or time.

Oftentimes, this need may be the psychic

satisfaction that the donor feels after he has done that
which helps someone else, in this case, donating dollars
or time to the institution.

The job of the professional

fund raiser is to "find that need and fill it."

This is

what marketing is all about; to educate prospective donors
of the need that the institution has for monetary help
and of the psychic satisfaction that the donor will feel
when one engages in philanthropy.
Marketing is taught as a college course in most
institutions; however it doesn't become as specific as
the fund raisers workshops in which it is explained
specifically how to market one's non profit organization.
Marketing was the number one choice of 57% of the
practitioners as the preferred subject for professional
development.

Fund raising was the second choice for 52%

of the respondents, and management for 42% of the professionals
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was the third choice.

Again, fund raising is not taught

as a college course and many of the practitioners need
to develop further knowledge and improved skills in specific
management situations.
The "other" category of most often addressed subjects
in professional workshops included:

strategic planning,

Board relations, planned giving, leadership development,
state planning, capital campaign, deferred giving, computers,
program design and implementation for planned giving, tax
laws and changes, telecommunications, special events, donor
profiles, tax consequences of planned giving and people
skills.

All of these are either different functions of

fund raising or are functions closely related to fund raising.
The category of preferred subjects of the practitioners
at professional development workshops included:

direct

mail, volunteers, writing and editing, grant writing, general
supervisory skills, advertising, electronic media, public
information, and graphic design.

Included in the "other"

category of preferred subjects to be presented were:

capital

campaign, planned giving, deferred giving, wills, Board
relations, long range fund development planning, planning
for the total organization, recognition programs, tax laws
and changes, prospect research, charitable gifts, people
skills, budgeting and phonathon.

All of these are either

functions within fund raising or are functions closely
related to fund raising.
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NSFRE was the most popular choice as the sponsor of
professional development conferences at 65%.

However,

other professional organizations at 54% and other organizations
at 38% also were sponsors of conferences.

Failures to

respond were 34%, 45% and 61% respectively to these questions
concerning sponsorship of professional conferences.
Outside Consulting and the Amount of Outside Consulting
Engaged in by Respondents
When asked if they did outside consulting 70% of the
respondents answered "no" and 28% said "yes".
did not respond to this question.

Two respondents

Less than 10% of the

respondents working time was spent in outside consulting
according to 25% of the respondents, 11-25% by 2% of the
respondents, 26-50% was done by .7% of the respondents
and more than 50% was answered by 4.6% of the respondents.
Those not responding to this particular question were 67%
of the population.
The majority of the members, or 70%, were not involved
in consulting work with other organizations.

Most of the

members represented a particular organization and worked
only for and with that particular group.

Only 4.6% of

the respondents doing outside consulting work gave more
than 50% of their time to it.

Again, the majority of NSFRE

members represent and are interested in fund raising only
for their particular organization.
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Rationale of Respondents For Leaving Present Positions
The majority of NSFRE professionals were fairly satisfied
with their current position and were not actively searching
for a new position.

However, many of them have been in

the field for 5 years or less (45.5%) or in their current
positions for less than 5 years

(68.4%) and were interested

in improving themselves either in salary increases, more
responsibility, or more opportunity to advance.

The primary

reason of 34.2% of those considering a job change was for
a salary increase.

To have the opportunity to advance

was named by 22.4%; 15.1% named a change of location; more
managerial responsibility was named by 12.5%; plans to
be self employed were mentioned by 12.5%; more support
from management of administration was mentioned by 7.9%;
more job security by 3.3% and the "other" category was
listed by 9.9%.

Included in the "other" category were:

greater variety, greater opportunity for challenge, career
change, spouse transfer, retirement, more resources with
which to work, other areas of development, ready for a
change/family plan and more diversity of experiences
eventually leading to consulting was listed.
Qualities Essential for Success
A combination of many different qualities is essential
for a successful fund raising professional.

Through this

study 10 of the most important qualities for success were
suggested by the practitioners.
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It is necessary for a successful development professional
to be people oriented, that is to enjoy working with people
and to be able to effectively communicate to the prospective
donor the needs of the agency the fund raiser is representing.
Through active listening, a skill which can be developed,
the practitioner must be able to discern the needs which
the prospective donor wishes to fulfill through the personal
donation of time or money.

Through the skills of organization,

and the personal qualities of self motivation and creativity,
the successful fund raiser will be able to match the needs
of the organization with the needs of the prospective donor.
Because of the integrity of the fund raiser and the
commitment the fund raiser feels toward the goals of the
agency the professional is representing, the practitioner
hopefully will be able to establish a relationship of trust
with the donor.

Relationship building is at the core of

the fund raising profession and people orientation as well
as communication skills are essential to accomplish the
organizational goals through these relationships.

A high

energy level is necessary for the fund raiser to be able
to accomplish all the demands of the profession.
Advice to Students
The professionals were generous in their advice to
students preparing for a career in institutional advancement.
The thrust of the advice mentioned most often was to develop
oneself as broadly as possible through a strong liberal
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arts education.

The emphasis in education was on developing

experience and skills in the business arena as well as
developing one's interpersonal skills in working with other
people and to be able to effectively communicate one's
ideas through speaking, writing and listening.
Recommendations
1.

Because the percentage of ethnic minorities in

this study was so small, it would be valuable to repeat
the study considering only ethnic minority professionals
to determine what, if any, change has occurred for them
recently.
2.

The researcher failed to ask what degree of education

had been achieved by each professional.

This information

is valuable for determination of salary differentials.
3.

Although range salaries are more likely to encourage

response on the part of the professionals, a specifically
stated salary would give more precise information.
4.

Since there were 87 different job titles named

in this study, a job description, listing the responsibilities
of each position would facilitate the comparison of particular
positions, salaries and perquisites.
5.

In the discussion of the perquisites, it was felt

by the researcher that many perquisites were not mentioned
by the respondents.

Perhaps a choice of possible perquisites

would have been more effective with the perquisites which
are not listed to be added by the respondents in the "others"
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category.
6.

Since the female fund raisers lagged behind the

men in salaries by approximately $10,000 per year and are
not catching up, the females should perhaps study the
positions and job responsibilities of the men to understand
why males are being paid more and then attempt to upgrade
their skills.

Further education in the areas of salaries

and perquisites needs to be done by the female professionals.
7.

It would seem with the very rapid expansion which

is taking place in the institutional advancement profession
that a baccaleaureate program in institutional advancement
would provide the necessary education for the professionals.
8.

Networking is a positive action approach to building

contacts within the profession, learning about position
openings and increasing one's personal and professional
growth.

Networking may be especially beneficial to female

professionals entering the profession or seeking advancement
within the profession.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The National Society of Fund Raising Executives

(NSFRE)

is a professional organization of more than 4,000 fund
raising professionals with its national headquarters located
in Washington D.C.

It is the only organization of its

kind which operates within a strong local chapter framework.
The subjects for this study were selected from the
1984 NSFRE Membership Directory and were the entire membership
of NSFRE in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Two

chapters, Milwaukee with 112 members and Upper Mississippi
Valley, La Crosse, with 21 members were located in Wisconsin.
One chapter with 109 members was located in the Minneapolis
st. Paul Metropolitan area.
All respondents were employed and living within the
states of Wisconsin and Minnesota with the population of
the employment location ranging from 3,500 to 2.5 million.
The Majority of the respondents were Caucasian; only 7
respondents indicated ethnic minority status . . Employers
included public and private institutions such as colleges
and universities, technical schools, primary and secondary
schools, hospitals and medical centers, cultural organizations,
local service agencies, national social agencies, consulting
firms,

church related organizations and others.
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The research design of this study is similar to the
"one shot case study" which Stanley and Campbell
discuss.
once.

(1963)

The study only investigates the group of executives

The independent variable was that which could be

controlled; only members of NSFRE currently living and
employed in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin were
studied. The dependent variables included all of the items
which were questioned.

Some of the main items were job

titles, primary and secondary job responsibilities, salaries
and perquisites, previous educational and employment
backgrounds, interests in continuing professional education,
qualities thought necessary for success in the field of
institutional advancement and advice to students embarking
on a career in institutional advancement.

The data

collection device in this study was a survey questionnaire
consisting of 29 questions.
The threats to internal validity discussed by Stanley
and Campbell

(1963) which included history, mortality,

maturity and selection are not controlled for in the study
but they are not relevant.
64%.

The response rate was over

The delimitations of this survey are the boundaries

selected by the researcher in choosing the focus of the
study.

In this study, those persons to be studied included

current members of NSFRE who lived and were employed within
the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The respondents of the Minnesota-Wisconsin NSFRE study
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consisted of 85 men for 55.9% and 66 women for 43.4%.
The percentage of females within NSFRE grew by 5% since
a 1981 national study had been done; however the percentage
of ethnic minorities did not increase.

The ethnic minority

percentage was not large enough to investigate as a variable.
The number and variety of agencies becoming involved
in institutional advancement and fund raising has increased
dramatically since the NSFRE national study was done in
1981.

This is happening for several reasons including

increased competition for the private dollar, increased
necessity for up to date and competitive skills and the
increase in support services available for fund raising
agencies.

The population of employing cities ranged from

the largest percentage of employers located in a city of
approximately 50,000 to locations in metropolitan areas
of 1-2 million.
The group of NSFRE professionals is becoming younger
in average age as the organization grows older.
of the respondents were under 50 years of age.

Over 75%
A 41 to

50 hour work week was worked by 50% of the group and 34%
worked over 50 hours per week.
Consultants as a salary category were paid the highest
salaries; consultants, some directors of development and
some vice presidents were making the highest wages.

In

the 1985 study women were paid on the average $10,000 less
per year then men.

The wage differential was due in part
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to the men's greater number of years in their current
positions and greater number of years in development.
However, women are still not catching up in salaries.
There are many newcomers to the field of institutional
advancement; 73% have been in this type of work for less
than 10 years; 45% have been in their development careers
for 5 years or less.

Especially in the earlier years of

their careers, the professional changes jobs with frequency.
Fund raising is considered either a primary or secondary
job responsibility by over 94% of the respondents to the
study.

It was interesting to note that many respondents

who listed fund raising as a primary responsibility
also
,
had responsibilities for information services or government
relations, thereby diluting the fund raising effort.
Previous employment experiences were in the non profit
sector for 69% of the practitioners.

Over 50% of the

practitioners had educational experiences in different
areas of business such as general business, finance,
accounting, public relations etc.

The fund raisers are very

active in continuing education pursuits mostly in the areas
of electronic media, fund raising and marketing.

Since there

is not a baccalaureate program in institutional advancement,
most of the professional education for the fund raisers
occurs through seminars and workshops.
Members of NSFRE do not normally do outside conSUlting
in addition to their employment.

Over 70% of the respondents
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answered "no" to whether they engaged in outside consulting.
The practitioners were asked which qualities they
considered to be important for success in the field of
institutional advancement.

The ten most frequently mentioned

qualities included:
1.

Good communication skills

2.

Organizational skills

3.

People orientation

4.

Integrity

5.

Self motivation

6.

Creativity

7.

Goal orientation

8.

High energy

9.

Commitment to the Organization

10.

Strong listening skills (active listening)

